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epileptogenic hippocampus (Crepon et al. 2010; Jacobs and Kahana 2010; Worrell et al. considerations. Patient characteristics and the electrodes used in this study are recorded 95 in Table 1 . 96
Intracranial EEG recording: Intracranial EEG was recorded with depth electrodes or 97 implanted grids and sampled at 32,500 Hz through a filtered bandwidth of DC -9 kHz 98 hertz (Neurolynx Inc., Bozeman MT) (Brinkmann et al. 2009 ). The depth electrode (AD-99
Tech Medical Instrument Corporation, Racine,WI) consisted of a 1.3 mm diameter 100 polyurethane shaft with Platinum/Iridium clinical macroelectrode contacts; each clinical 101 contact is 2.3 mm long with either a 5 or 10 mm center-to-center spacing. Subdural 102 electrodes are 4.0 mm diameter platinum discs with a center-to-center electrode distance 103 of 10 mm. 104
Tasks: 105

Visual Scanning Task: Patients viewed images from the International Affective Picture 106
Set on a portable computer (Lang et al. 1997) . A series of 80 images were shown for a 107 six second viewing period. Patients then rated the image on a five-point scale from "very 108 pleasant" to "very unpleasant." After a six second rest period the next image was 109 presented. Patients were aware that they might be asked to recall the images 24 hours 110 later. Details of the protocol have been described previously (Matsumoto et al. 2013) . 111
Motor Task: Patients watched a bedside computer for commands to move a digit. 112 eliminate edge effect. The time series at all frequencies were used to construct time 140 frequency spectra. 141
142
For each electrode recording a task, we averaged these spectra over all trials to detect 143 induced gamma in the visual and motor tasks. We visually inspected averaged spectra (84 144 electrodes in patient 1, 50 electrodes in patient 2, 52 electrodes in patient 3, 84 electrodes 145 from patient 4, and 96 electrodes in patient 5) and selected the ten electrode spectra that 146 displayed task-induced gamma and ripple activity. This was defined as averaged spectra 147 demonstrating confluent areas in the 40-1000 hertz frequency range spanning 100 148 milliseconds or more where the averaged spectral amplitude Z-score was greater than 1.5. 149
( Figure 1C ). Six of these electrodes were in normal cortex and four were in cortex 150 involved in the generation or early propagation of recorded seizures (Table 1 ) 151
152
Pathologic HFO were collected from the same patients in electrodes from the seizure 153 onset zone. The seizure onset zone (SOZ) was defined by the macroelectrodes with the 154 earliest clear electroencephalographic change in activity. The time of the earliest 155 intracranial electroencephalographic change and the associated electrode(s) were 156 identified as the seizure onset time and seizure onset zone location, respectively. Seizure 157 onset times and location were determined by independent visual identification of a clear 158 electrographic seizure discharge in electrode recordings, then looking back in the record 159 for the earliest definite intracranial electroencephalographic change contiguously 160 associated with the seizure. The electrodes involved within the initial 5 seconds of 161 raw data were filtered (30 -700 Hz) and then a line-length detector applied to a sliding 164 200 millisecond window, with 50 ms overlap. A statistical window of 10 seconds was 165 used to identify line-length segments that were +3.5 standard deviations above the mean 166 line-length values within each 10 second window. Subsequently, a duration threshold was 167 added as a cascaded feature to select events that were at least 4 oscillations. Using this 168 method, the majority of pHFO were found associated with epileptiform sharp wave 169 transients ( Figure 1A ), but this was not a requirement (Worrell et al. 2008; Worrell et al. 170 2012) . 171
Data Marking: Both pHFO and nHFO were measured in an identical fashion. For 172 nHFO, time frequency spectra were generated for each individual task trial and HFO 173 were marked during the period of induced gamma visibly evident on the previously 174 computed averaged time frequency spectra (Figure 2 ). By marking HFO only during this 175 period we felt we were identifying HFO with the highest likelihood of being task-or 176 stimulus-induced and truly nHFO. For pHFO, time frequency spectra were generated for 177 a data segment centered on the marked peak of the pHFO. (Axmacher et al. 2008; Le Van 178 Quyen et al. 2010) We set the colorbar intensity of the displayed time frequency spectra 179 such that the Z-score of normalized spectral amplitude from 3.5 to 4 was red. This 180 display algorithm identified HFO as discrete areas of high spectral amplitude containing 181 red on this colorscale (Figure 2) . For each HFO, we visually marked the onset and offset 182 latency and the center frequency of the region of increased spectral amplitude (Figure 2) . 183
An area between the latencies and surrounding the center frequency by 10 hertz wasrecorded the duration and center frequency of each HFO. 186
Statistical analysis: We tested for differences in spectral amplitude, frequency and 187 duration between pHFO and nHFO by unpaired student's t-tests. As a second level of 188 analysis, differences in these parameters were tested between nHFO in normal and 189 seizure onset zone cortex. A corrected significance of 0.008 was specified for the six 190 ). The longer 219 duration of pHFO was not entirely due to their higher amplitudes. Comparing a subgroup 220 nHFO and pHFO with amplitudes between 3.5 and 5.0 revealed that the durations of 221 pHFO were persistently longer (M = 14.9 vs. 11.6 milliseconds, t(533) = 2.59, p = .01). 222
The longer duration of pHFO might also be due to threshold effects if nHFO amplitude 223 peaked more gradually than pHFO. To evaluate the possibility that the difference in 224 durations might reflect an idiosyncrasy of our chosen amplitude threshold, we 225 recalculated durations for 20 nHFO and 20 pHFO from each of the patients at two 226 different thresholds of 2 and 3.5 standard deviations of amplitude. For the nHFO, the 227 markings at the 3.5 SD threshold produced HFO of shorter latencies than the 2 SD 228 threshold (mean difference=-21.0 milliseconds, t (99) ) when 233 measured at the lower threshold. pHFO spanned the entire frequency range from 50 to 234 700 hertz with a tendency to group between 70 and 150 hertz. While nHFO from normal 235 cortex displayed tight peak spectral amplitude grouping, pHFO were widely dispersed in 236 feature space (Figure 3) . SVM cross-validation classification produced a mean 237 sensitivity of 83.8 (SD = 13.1)%, and a specificity of 84.6 (SD = 29.1)%. Full results are 238 reported in Table 2 . remained a barrier to clinical applications. We sought to extend the description of HFO 271 into a larger feature space including spectral amplitude, frequency and duration and then 272 classify nHFO to pHFO using these parameters with a SVM. 273 that nHFO in all frequency bands are functionally relevant. This method does, however, 278 identify a population of events enriched in functionally significant nHFO. Caution is also 279 needed in the interpretation of events marked at very high frequencies, as frequency 280 spread is a feature of the Hilbert method (van Vugt et al., 2007) . Even with these 281 limitations, we found that nHFO parameters were consistent and highly regulated across 
2013). We chose to 288
include all pHFO in our analysis to avoid a priori judgments as to their significance. The 289 method of visual pHFO selection is likely biased towards selection of events of the 290 highest amplitude. However, the comparison of peak spectral amplitude pHFO to peak 291 spectral amplitude nHFO proved valid and informative. We found that pHFO identified 292 from the seizure onset zone were highly distinguishable from nHFO in the defined 293 feature space. The pHFO are of higher spectral spectral amplitude and longer duration 294 compared to nHFO throughout the frequency range and cluster at lower frequencies. The 295 longer duration of pHFO does not appear to be entirely due to the confounding factors of 296 amplitude or threshold effects. The distribution of pHFO in feature space is widely 297 dispersed in contrast to the tight distribution of nHFO. Using a SVM classifier we were 298 able to separate nHFO from pHFO with sensitivities ranging from 68-99% anddemonstrated higher amplitude HFO from the seizure onset zone compared to HFO 301 induced by visual stimulation although statistical evaluation was not reported (Nagasawa 302 et al. 2012) . 303
304
The automatic separation of nHFO and pHFO in our data is not categorical. High 305 spectral amplitude, short duration nHFO occurred infrequently in two motor cortex 306 electrodes from the early seizure propagation zone of patient 5. The pHFO and nHFO 307 clusters for this patient proved particularly difficult for the classifier to separate as a 308 result of these events (Table 2 ). These high spectral amplitude nHFO also reduced the 309 classifier's performance on the other patients' data sets by biasing the training set. It is 310 possible that these high spectral amplitude values reflect the proximity of the electrode to 311 the nHFO generator in the motor cortex. However, if electrode proximity were a major 312 variable one would expect to observe a range of peak nHFO spectral amplitude values 313 with a wider variance rather than the tight cluster of spectral amplitude values observed. 314
It is also unlikely that pHFO randomly contaminated the tracings, as the high spectral 315 amplitude nHFO were time locked to the movement onset. In the primate motor cortex 316 interneurons and pyramidal cells display a burst of firing just before and after arm 317 movements (Merchant et al. 2008) . We hypothesize that this intense, synchronous cell 318 firing creates a class of nHFO that have parameters with similarities to pHFO, which also 319 arise from the synchronous firing of neurons (Bragin, Benassi et al. 2011 ). This also 320 raises the intriguing possibility that pHFO and nHFO are linked such that pHFO may 321 reflect pathologic neuronal synchronization in epileptic tissue induced by normalof induced gamma will be needed to estimate the frequency of high amplitude nHFO and 324 to determine if they occur outside the motor cortex or in normal cortex. 325
326
It is important to note that our data only reflect nHFO during awake, task-induced 327 records. Other putative physiological HFO have been described to occur spontaneously 328 during sleep in the hippocampus, visual cortex, and sensorimotor cortex (Axmacher et al. 329 2008; Nagasawa et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2013) . Future studies will be needed to see if 330 these events are separable from pHFO on the basis of the parameters used here or other 331
parameters. 332 333
The goal of separating all physiological and pathological HFO presents a myriad of 334 complexities. Although preliminary, this method offers one step towards identifying 335 nHFO in the waking records of studies investigating the use of pHFO as pathological 336 biomarkers of epilepsy. While the SVM data presented here strongly support the 337 existence of two separate groups of HFO, they do not assist in the classification of an 338 individual HFO. Automating this process using rapid detection of HFO by a detector 339 followed by classification using algorithms incorporating the feature differences 340 described here would be a logical next step. Applying this process to large datasets will 341 be necessary to further investigate its validity. 342 Abbreviations: nHFO = physiological high frequency oscillation, pHFO = pathological high frequency oscillation, F = female, M = male, SOZ = seizure onset zone, Seizure Prop = electrode involved in early propagation from SOZ. 
